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Reporting period:  2020, Jan 1st to June 30th. 
 
 
 
The progress of our works was according to the schedule. Neglectable delay was 
introduced by partners with respect to realization of pilots. Also, covid pandemic 
Gave some influence. Main deadlines, however, will be kept. 
 
 
1) 
In order to obtain the relevant building permits (Pilot Pimasens) two specialists  
namely Prof Breit and Prof Schnell, University Kaiserslautern, were involved since 
about one year to establish the appropriate data for approval (30% coarse and 10% 
crushed sand). Due to relevant influence from crushed sand and missing German 
standard, the properties have to be tested according to Swiss norm (Attachm. 1). 
Finally, in February 2020 the expert assessment was provided (Attachm. 2) 
 
Parallel to a. m. approval works, the a. m. mix design was extrapolated to a complete 
substitution, i. e. 100 % use of recycled aggregates. The mix design found in the 
previous period was confirmed by further trials and showed sufficient properties. 
refer to Attachm. 3. 
 
At the end of the period the partners started development of structural design and 
adoption of assessment for preparation of building permit (Prüfamt Mainz). 
 
 
2) 
The main focus in this period was to realize the Pilot Thionville based on above 
results. The following steps were settled; respective attachments show the 
performance: 
 
January  Development of final concrete mix with Uni Luxemburg and TU Delft 
 
February  Agreement of layout, production and installation 

Testing of inserts for lettering (visible concrete surface) 
 
March  Extra storage of R cement (Vicat) and aggregates from Tradecowall, 

and testing of 100% R-concrete plus R-cement, development of mix. 
 

April The Focus was laid on the development of surface treatment (large 
scale samples) due to very fine sand content and post treatment 
process (hydrophobization and others), refer to Attachm. 4. 
The production of L-walls (Attachm. 5) with of inserts for lettering gave a 
lot of concern to concrete technology and cosmetics (Attachm. 6). 

  



 
 
May  Preparation of production for units 
  Settlement of installation with building site 
  Preparation of installation instruction for erection crew 
 
June  Production of units (Attachm. 7) and post treatment and shipment 
 
 
3) 
Finally, with respect to communication and long term, one more article (Attachm. 8)  
was issued with respect to the progress of work. Some days after releasing it to 
relevant press, the major ABZ prnted (Attachmen. 9.5); two further papers followed 
short after (Attachmen. 9.4 and 9.6). 
Three more papers gave a positive response of our release from end of 2019, refer  
to Attachm. 9.1 to 9.3 
 
 
As to the final conference paper presentation and poster (Attachm 10) have been 
prepared. Furthermore, the preparation of exhibition samples (OPC concrete and 
foam concrete) were prepared, but not fully realized due to postponement of the 
conference. 
 
Our web site was updated in this context. 
 
A further stakeholder DGNB (German society of sustainability) was included. 
 
 
 
H. Kahmer, July 2nd 2020 
 

 
 
Attachm. 1:  Test result on properties of crushed sand acc to SIA  
Attachm. 2:  Expertise from Prof. Schnell 
Attachm. 3:  Properties from 100% recycled aggregates 
Attachm. 4.1 to 4.4 :  

Trial unit surface (back and front) with and without post treatment 
Attachm. 5.1 and 5.2: 

Production of L-walls with of inserts for lettering  
Attachm. 6.1 and 6.2: 

Concrete technology and cosmetics  
Attachm. 7: Final panel for Thionville pilot 
Attachm. 8: Web news & published article: Pilot Thionville 
Attachm. 9.1 to 9.6:  

        Noted publications  
Attachm. 10: Conference poster 
 
 
 
 


